
During a meeting with the PM Al-Abadi, Sayyid Ammar Al-Hakim calls to
terminate proxy employment at Iraqi administrations and stresses

complementing the security progress with political progress

Sayyid Ammar Al-Hakim, chairman of the Islamic Supreme Council of Iraq, stressed the importance

of ending running Iraqi institutions by proxy employment, noting the importance of assigning

authentic managers and chairpersons to the administrations to enable officials to carry out

their tasks efficiently, calling to assess the performance of the current acting managers who

are running governmental locations in order to determine continuing the services of competent

managers and replacing those who do not possess adequate qualifications to be authentic

managers.

\r\n

This took place during a meeting between his eminence and Iraqi Prime Minister Mr. Haider Al-

Abadi at his eminence’s office in Baghdad Monday, 18/7/2016.

\r\n

His Eminence also discuss victories in security aspects that had been achieved by the Iraqi

security forces, the Popular Forces and the Iraqi tribes in Fallujah and Anbar , northern

Salahuddin, south of Mosul, calling to invest the security progress to resolve political issues

and make a historical settlement basing on evaluating the input of each side and their

contribution in addressing the political crisis, pointing out that ISIS is no longer a security

breach conducting criminal violations, but a political and social fracture that effected the

whole body of Iraq and must addressed through solving the causes and fortify the community.

\r\n

Economically, Sayyid Ammar Al-Hakim stressed during his meeting with Mr. Al-Abadi the

importance of benefiting from the harsh lesson representing in the decline in oil prices that

have negative impact on Iraq economy, stressing the need to end rentier state status in Iraq by

activating other sectors and invest the latter achievement represented in adding Iraq

historical sites and marshes to the World Heritage list.

\r\n

Politically, Sayyid Ammar Al-Hakim, stressed the need for cooperation between the legislative

and executive authority and work with an integrated spirit to serve to Iraq, indicating the

importance of harmony in the parliament that reflects on the government\'s performance and then

on the aspects of the state in general, emphasizing on assembling an unbiased political bloc as

the best solution to the reality of Iraq and the true guarantee to represent everyone and

smoothly run the matters of the Iraqi state.


